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            Abstract
IT has been proposed that the insulin molecule has the C2 cage structure. This structure fits the chemical and physico-chemical facts and those relating to cell molecular weight, space group and cell dimensions1. The view that this structure is inconsistent with certain experimental vector diagrams constructed afterwards has been advanced. Thus Crowfoot, for reasons nowhere stated, writes: â€œfrom the cyclol structure one would expect many more peaks in the Patterson synthesis than do actually occurâ€� 2. Alternatively, Bernal states that â€œthe distribution of atoms in the cyclol skeleton is far too continuous to give rise to any definite peaks and no distribution of side chains can do other than increase the blurring of the pictureâ€�3. I can find no basis for either of these statements. The question of the vector map of the (C-C-N) units of the C2 skeleton (the main features of which are readily appreciated by looking at very simple diagrams of certain idealized structures already published4) has been specifically raised by Bernal3,5. This map has now been constructed by Riley and Fankuchen6, who use it to disprove two propositions, neither of which to my knowledge has been asserted, namely, (1) the insulin molecule consists of these 288 (C-C-N) units, and (2) these units and six points at the corners of a C2 skeleton have the same vector map. This map cannot be regarded as a contribution to the study of insulin, since chemical requirements alone dispose of any idea that the insulin molecule has the composition (C-C-N)288. However, the authors claim that it disproves also the hypothesis that insulin is a C2 structure consisting of 288 ((C(OH)CHR)-N) units. To reach this result, they contend, following Bernal3, that a decision regarding all C2 structures (which exceed 10400 in number) can be reached on the basis of a vector projection of their (C-C-N)units (which in the case of insulin represent 28 per cent by weight of the crystal) no matter what these 288 R groups may be, no matter how they may be arranged, no matter what may be the composition or arrangement of atoms in intermolecular spaces. This contention, in view of the fact that vector maps are not additive, can scarcely be correct. The issue raised, namely, my claim regarding the relation between the C2 structure and the particular vector projection of insulin which they discuss, remains unchanged. This claim runs â€œthe 18 peaks per molecule are given in the correct positions, on the assumption that there are concentrations of atoms at the six slitsâ€�7.
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